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N E L N E T C O D E O F E T H I C S A N D C O N D U C T: D O I N G B U S I N E S S T H E R I G H T WAY

“

We all have the
opportunity to
advance our important
mission—and protect
our good name—by
doing business the
right way.

A Letter From Our
CEO, Jeff Noordhoek
Through your association with Nelnet, you are part of a family of companies that

It’s our responsibility to our customers, our associates, and to the communities

exists to serve others, by creating opportunities for people where they live, learn,

in which we live and work to act with purpose and integrity in every situation.

and work. We do this by working together to support our customers and fellow

We’re not perfect, but these are the principles we strive for every day. If you see

associates in their continual self-growth so they’re better able to thrive in their lives.

something, or are aware of a situation that is not in line with this Code, please

”

talk to your immediate supervisor. We promise zero retaliation will come to those
It’s an awesome opportunity—and an awesome responsibility. This is why our Code

who have the courage to speak up. We are committed to our Core Value of open,

of Ethics and Conduct is so important. It spells out the Core Values that unite us,

honest communication—whether it’s to praise someone’s hard work, share a

and how they should guide us. It’s when we truly live our Core Values and follow
our Code that we’re best able to realize our vision of making dreams possible.

business idea, or report a situation that could compromise Nelnet’s reputation.
We all have the opportunity to advance our important mission—and protect

Our Code applies to and serves as a guide for all of us to move forward with

our good name—by doing business the right way. I have committed to these

purpose and integrity—associates, board members, vendors, business partners,

principles, and I trust you will too.

and businesses we invest in. While not meant to be all-encompassing, our Code
is intended to help each of us recognize potential issues and understand how to
effectively and correctly deal with them.
I encourage each of you to become familiar with our Code, Core Values, Associate
Handbook, and supporting policies. You’ll find links to these resources on the

Jeff Noordhoek

homepage of the Nelnet Portal.

CEO, Nelnet
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N E L N E T C O D E O F E T H I C S A N D C O N D U C T: D O I N G B U S I N E S S T H E R I G H T WAY

“

Our Mission,
Vision, and Purpose

It takes 20 years to build
a reputation and five
minutes to ruin it. If you
think about that, you’ll do
things differently.
—WARREN BUFFETT

”

Our Mission: What We Do
• We serve our customers, associates,
and communities.
Our Vision: Where We’re Going
• We make dreams possible.
Our Purpose: Why We Exist
• We live to serve others.
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N E L N E T C O D E O F E T H I C S A N D C O N D U C T: D O I N G B U S I N E S S T H E R I G H T WAY

Core Values and Guiding Principles
Provide superior customer experiences

Communicate openly and honestly

Do what’s best for all our customers by making them our No. 1 priority.

Be truthful in all interactions and communications.

•  Look

for ways to continuously improve the quality of our products and services

•  Represent
•  Treat

Nelnet and our products and services accurately

customers fairly and consistently in all interactions

•  Follow

•  Share
•  Keep

ideas, feedback, and information
clear, accurate, and complete business records

•  Protect

all sensitive information like it’s your own

the letter and spirit of laws and regulations

Give back to the communities in which we live and work
Create an awesome work environment
Respect your coworkers and help create a great place to work.
•  Build

relationships, collaborate, and have fun

•  Support

an inclusive environment by treating everyone with dignity and respect

•  Contribute

Help make your community better.
•  Represent
•  Give

Nelnet well in all business and personal interactions

back and make a difference in our communities

•  Embrace

ways to conduct business sustainably

to a healthy, safe, and productive work environment
Throughout this document, you’ll see the above icons to remind us of each Core
Value and how it relates to the Code.

Pursue opportunities for diversification and growth
Be open to and prepared for new opportunities to support our commitment
to diversification.
•  Approach
•  Act

every challenge with enthusiasm and purpose

ethically to preserve our reputation and position us for continued growth

•  Keep

learning and improving every day

•  Compete

fairly
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N E L N E T C O D E O F E T H I C S A N D C O N D U C T: D O I N G B U S I N E S S T H E R I G H T WAY

Our Personal
Responsibilities

Nelnet’s reputation is
built one decision at a time.
Every day, every one of us
must act ethically
and responsibly.

We’re All Responsible
All of our work must comply with our Code of Ethics and Conduct, our policies, and laws and regulations.
It is our individual responsibility to know and comply with polices that apply to the work we do and the
decisions we make. This helps us ensure that we protect our customers and maintain stability for our
company and associates.
Our Code of Ethics and Conduct applies to and serves as a guide for each of us—associates, board
members, vendors, business partners, and the businesses we invest in.

Making Ethical Decisions
Each of us may face tough decisions from time to time. When faced with one, start by reflecting on our
Core Values, our Code of Ethics and Conduct, our Associate Handbook, and our policies, which are
designed to guide our decision-making. Is what you want to do in line with them? If so, ask yourself the
following questions, and seek advice if you cannot comfortably answer “yes” to each one:
•  Would

I be comfortable if my decision or actions

were made public?
•  Would

•  If

I am still unclear, have I asked the right people

for advice, starting with my immediate supervisor?

I be comfortable with my coworkers and our

Do they agree that it’s a good idea?

customers finding out about it?
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N E L N E T C O D E O F E T H I C S A N D C O N D U C T: D O I N G B U S I N E S S T H E R I G H T WAY

Speak Up
Open, honest communication is one of our Core Values, and
guides how we conduct our business. We promise there will be no
retaliation to those who have the courage to speak up.
There are three ways to speak up:
1. REPORT A CONCERN

2. SHARE AN IDEA

•  Talk

to your immediate supervisor. Your leader
will help research, and if necessary, develop a
plan to correct the situation, or will bring the
concern to another leader for advice.

•  If

you’re not comfortable bringing your concern
to your immediate supervisor, or don’t get the
response you think the situation deserves, talk
to any senior leader or People Services. You
can also use Anonymous Reporting on the
Nelnet Portal to share your concern or ask a
question about how our Code applies to a
specific situation.

•  Even

though we require you to keep Nelnet
information confidential, if you identify waste,
fraud, or abuse under our government
contract and you believe the identified issue
has not been adequately addressed by Nelnet
management, you may report the issue to a
federal agency authorized to receive
such information.

NELNET CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT /
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SPEAK UP

•  Bring

your idea to your leader. They can
help you refine your idea and get it in front
of the right people.

•  You’re

also encouraged to bring new business
ideas and business process improvements to
the Innovation Studio.

3. RECOGNIZE FELLOW ASSOCIATES
•  Publically

say “thank you” or recognize hard
work at meetings.

•  Give

kudos on the Nelnet Portal. When you do
so, both the associate and their leader receive
an email with a link to the written recognition.

Q|

I believe my coworker may
have violated a company
policy, so I’d like to share my
concern via Anonymous
Reporting. Is it okay to give my name?

A|

You can if you like, but it’s
not required. By providing
your name, we can reach you
for additional information,
which may help facilitate the process
and even speed it up. If you wish to
stay anonymous, you can create an
account so you can check back later
on the status anonymously. Whether
you choose to share your name or not,
your concern will receive prompt
attention from the area best equipped
to investigate—usually People
Services, Legal, or Audit Services.
Your concerns will never be ignored.
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(continued from previous page)

Zero Retaliation
What is retaliation? It can take many forms, including bullying, abuse, being excluded, getting demoted or
blocked from promotion, being reassigned or terminated, or having your pay or incentives cut.
We do not tolerate retaliation in any form against anyone, including in connection with speaking up in good
faith about allegations of what might be an ethics violation, illegal conduct, inappropriate behavior, waste,
fraud, abuse, or any other serious issue.
We will investigate all retaliation allegations. Anyone who engages in retaliatory behavior will face disciplinary
action, up to and including termination. If you believe you or someone else is experiencing retaliation, speak
up via Anonymous Reporting on the Nelnet Portal.
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Provide Superior
Customer
Experiences

Pillar of Character: Fairness
•

Play by the rules

•

Be open-minded and listen to others

•

Treat all people fairly
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D O W H AT ’ S B E S T F O R O U R C U S T O M E R S

Look for Ways to Continuously
Improve the Quality of Our
Products and Services
We’re dedicated to providing superior customer experiences
and committed to maintaining our customers’ trust by offering
high-quality products and services.
Each of us touches a product or service in some way, and everyone you work with is a customer. This includes
your coworkers. Keep these points in mind when providing customer service:
•  Listen

for what matters to the customer. To provide exceptional products and services, as well as great

customer service, we must know and understand our customers’ needs. We do this by being
attentive listeners.
•  Ask

the extra question(s). Listen for the key information that allows you to give a more thorough answer.

Identify the problem and provide the best solution. Avoid making assumptions and don’t limit answers to solely
the initial questions asked.
•  Think

like an entrepreneur. Seek better, more efficient ways to serve our customers.

•  Share

best practices. It is everyone’s responsibility to follow best practices and share updated procedures with

fellow associates.
•  Adhere

to quality standards. Customers evaluate us based on the quality of our products, services, and our

customer support. Therefore, we must adhere to our quality standards, set clear expectations, and not release
substandard products or services that could harm our reputation.
•  Own

the experience. At any given time, YOU represent everything about Nelnet to the customer. Assume full

ownership of this responsibility. Follow through on your commitments and follow up to ensure expectations

Q|

Every day I come in and do
my job. Some parts of what
I do seem duplicative, which
means too many steps and
slower responses to customers. With
some small procedural changes, we
could speed up our service, give
customers a better experience, and
become more efficient, too. Should I
mention this to my manager?

A|

Yes, absolutely. Nelnet is
always trying to find new and
better ways to do things,
both to improve processes
and customer service and to increase
efficiency. You’re the expert at your
job, and we rely on your valuable
feedback to make continuous
improvements.

were met.
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D O W H AT ’ S B E S T F O R O U R C U S T O M E R S

Represent Nelnet and Our
Products and Services
Accurately
Present our offerings as they are and be truthful about
what we can deliver.
Our products and services touch millions of lives every day, so we work hard to have marketing that reflects
our high ethical standards. Our marketing materials must be truthful, understandable, and comply with all
applicable laws and regulations. Always talk about and market our products and services responsibly.
•  Never

overstate. Be truthful about what we offer.

•  Never

mislead. Ensure presentation and descriptions are accurate.

•  Keep

the customer’s interests at heart. Don’t sell products or services that fail to meet the customer’s needs.

Acknowledge the customer’s objectives, finances, and individual circumstances.
•  Make

it clear. Provide relevant and complete information so customers have the best choice of product options.

Make every effort to ensure the customer understands the product and any associated risks.
•  Deliver

on promises. When we say customers are our top priority, we mean it. Always follow through with your

responsibilities and commitments.

We must comply with advertising and brand standards established by Nelnet Marketing and ensure
all messages are reviewed by Compliance before they are launched (send all communications to
AskCompliance@Nelnet.net for review).

NELNET CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT /
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PROVIDE SUPERIOR CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

Q|

Customers keep asking me
for a feature that we don’t
yet have. But I know from
several meetings and
hallway conversations that Nelnet is
contemplating some enhancements
that would really help these
customers. To keep customers happy
now, can I tell them that these
enhancements will be available to
them soon?

A|

No. To create long-term
customer relationships and
operate with integrity, we
must be honest and let
customers know we do not have these
enhanced services today. You may be
able to share that we are considering
modifications that will improve the
product/service, if such information
has been cleared to share with our
customers. We must be careful not to
share inside information prematurely.
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D O W H AT ’ S B E S T F O R O U R C U S T O M E R S

Treat Customers Fairly
and Consistently in
All Interactions
We protect our customers’ rights. Each interaction should reflect
the importance and value we place on our customers and their
business.
Nelnet should be easy to do business with. Make every effort to make business decisions with the customer
experience in mind. Treat special requests as an opportunity.
Complaints, when dealt with quickly and professionally, are an opportunity for us to improve our products and
services. When handling complaints, we must:
•  Record

the process. Recognize, log, and track each complaint. Failure to follow these procedures could expose

Nelnet to reputational damage, lawsuits, and regulatory penalties.
•  Deliver
•  Move

on your promises. Follow up with the customer to ensure a resolution.

quickly but responsibly. A responsive approach will impress customers and enhance their perception of

Nelnet. Always involve our Legal department if the complaint alleges fraud or suggests that illegal or unethical
behavior has occurred. Follow established Nelnet escalation procedures.

Always be alert for situations that could compromise our reputation, including on social media. If you
see something that could negatively affect the quality of the Nelnet brand or our reputation for protecting

Q|

A customer is complaining
about the high interest rate
on her loan, and has asked
for a reduction. Nelnet
doesn’t have the authority to change
the rate, and there’s no complaint
about our customer service. How
should I proceed?

A|

Always treat customers
professionally and listen to
concerns with empathy. Even
when our hands are tied, you
can provide a responsive, caring
approach to let the customer know
that she has been heard. If available,
offer alternative solutions that are in
the best interest of the customer.

consumer rights, report it immediately to your supervisor and Corporate Communications at
Nelnet.Communications@Nelnet.net.
For more information on responding to complaints, read the Total Customer Experience Policy.
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D O W H AT ’ S B E S T F O R O U R C U S T O M E R S

Follow the Letter and Spirit
of Laws and Regulations
We must comply not only with the exact wording of applicable
legal and regulatory requirements, but also with the underlying
principles that protect our customers.
Our Consumer Protection Policies and Compliance Management Program are designed to ensure we
do everything we can to protect the rights of our customers. However, it’s up to each of us to become
knowledgeable and comply with laws, regulations, policies, standards, and procedures that apply to our
position and responsibilities. It is also our responsibility to speak up about any perceived violation of laws,
regulations, and policies to management or via Anonymous Reporting on the Nelnet Portal.
To ensure we understand and comply with industry laws and regulations, Nelnet leaders actively
communicate new and changing regulations to the business segments and provide ongoing training to help
us understand our responsibilities. We should take full advantage of this training, and also seek additional
training to improve within our current position and prepare us for future positions.
Each of us must act with integrity and honesty in all circumstances, at all times, and with all parties.

NELNET CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT /
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Q|

It’s late in the day, but I have
some paperwork to finish
before I can go home. If I
don’t follow the standard
process, I can close out my last
customer concern quickly. Can I ignore
the usual process just this once?

A|

No. Each one of us is
responsible for compliance.
Policies, standards, and
procedures exist to protect
our customers. Bypassing approved
processes can put Nelnet at risk and
harm our customers. Always follow the
workflow you learned from your
manager or training team. If you have
concerns about the process or think it
can be improved, discuss your ideas
with your manager.
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Create an
Awesome Work
Environment

Pillar of Character: Respect
•

Be tolerant and accepting of differences

•

Deal peacefully with anger, insults, and disagreements

•

Be considerate of the feelings of others
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“

R E S P E C T YO U R COWO R K E R S

Build Relationships,
Collaborate, and Have Fun

Find a group of people who
challenge and inspire you;
spend a lot of time with them,
and it will change your life.
—AMY POEHLER

”

Great achievements at work are grounded in healthy and
collaborative relationships with colleagues.
We believe building strong relationships at work is the foundation of helping us accomplish our collective
goals. We are one team representing many ideas, thought processes, experiences, and backgrounds—and we
value the contributions each of us make to Nelnet’s success.
By fostering an atmosphere of trust and open communication, we work together to share our thoughts and
refine our best ideas to make things happen. Along the way we have fun! From department team building
events and associate appreciation parties to community and sporting events, there are plenty of opportunities
for you to get to know your colleagues away from the office. Take advantage of these opportunities to bond
and build trust with your colleagues—our teams and our work will be stronger for it!

NELNET CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT /
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CREATE AN AWESOME WORK ENVIRONMENT
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R E S P E C T YO U R COWO R K E R S

Support an Inclusive Environment
by Treating Everyone With Dignity
and Respect
We are committed to creating a workplace free of discrimination,
harassment, and bullying.
At Nelnet, we strive to provide a work environment in which our associates are engaged and can thrive
by doing what they do best—an environment that promotes open communication, collaboration, trust,
and respect.
We’re all responsible for creating and promoting a respectful workplace. Everyone at Nelnet should
understand what actions constitute discrimination, sexual harassment, non-sexual harassment, and
bullying, refrain from those actions, and report the actions if they see them occurring. To report a complaint,
contact People Services, your immediate supervisor, or a trusted senior leader. For more information about
creating a respectful workplace, please refer to our Associate Handbook.

NELNET CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT /
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CREATE AN AWESOME WORK ENVIRONMENT

Q|

One of my coworkers is
constantly teasing another
team member and making
sexually explicit jokes. The
other person always appears to laugh
it off, but some of the things my
coworker says to her seem really
wrong to me. Should I tell someone?

A|

If it makes you
uncomfortable, you should
report the situation to your
supervisor or People
Services. Nelnet does not tolerate
retaliation against any associate who
reports what they honestly believe to
be instances of discrimination,
harassment, or bullying.
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R E S P E C T YO U R COWO R K E R S

Contribute to a Healthy,
Safe, and Productive Work
Environment
Our associates are our greatest asset. We all work with a high
standard of excellence, and in doing so, encourage every associate
to prioritize personal well-being.
We strive to build a culture of wellness and an environment where each of us can be successful in reaching
goals within the areas of physical, financial, professional, and personal well-being. To do this, Nelnet is
committed to offering a comprehensive benefits and wellness program that is designed to support you as you
work toward your goals. Being healthy and happy is the first step in building a high-performance environment
where we can make clear and good decisions every day.
We are committed to safeguarding the health and safety of our associates, visitors, contractors, and the
general public. To do this, we must:
•  Comply

with applicable national, state, and local health and safety laws and regulations, and Nelnet’s corporate

and business segment health and safety policies
•  Create

and maintain a safe working environment with an eye to preventing workplace injuries

•  Assess

health and safety impacts and issues before starting new projects

•  Eliminate
•  Report

unreasonable health and safety risks at company facilities

potential safety issues in your work area, such as blocked fire or emergency exits and exposed or unsafe

wiring
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Pursue Opportunities
for Diversification
and Growth

Pillar of Character: Trustworthiness
• Don’t deceive, cheat, or steal
• Be reliable—do what you say you’ll do
• Have the courage to do the right thing
• Build a good reputation
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MAKE ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS

Approach Every
Challenge with Enthusiasm
and Purpose

“

Continuity gives us roots;
change gives us branches,
letting us stretch and grow
and reach new heights.
—PAULINE R. KEZER

”

We embrace change. Change can bring challenges. Meeting
these challenges helps us to grow, both as individuals and as an
organization.
We value challenges because they help us to define our current limits, and then find ways to push past
them. Approach a challenge just like a project. Do your research, create a plan, set goals, understand the
risks and rewards, measure progress, and celebrate small victories along the way.
Be open, receptive, and supportive of change initiatives. There are several things we can all do to
embrace change and challenges productively:
•  Over-communicate.

We crave information when facing change or challenges. Share it whenever you

can. Ask the extra question(s). We won’t always have all the answers, and that’s OK. Just acknowledge

Have an idea for how we
can grow or diversify?
Talk to your leader, who can help you
refine your idea and get it in front of
the right people. You can also
submit new business ideas to the
Innovation Studio.

that and work through issues together. If you have concerns and questions, speak up. Keep the lines of
communication open in all directions.
•  Share

your ideas. Be proactive and think about how you’d like to solve a problem, meet a challenge, or

improve our customers’ experience. Be open to the fact that you might not have the one right answer, but
know your contribution gets us closer. The best solutions are often a combination of different people’s ideas.
•  Value

everyone’s input. Everyone has ideas. When someone shares one, thank them. Listen to and

understand the range of differing opinions, ideas, and possibilities. Our goal should be to make sure
everyone feels heard.
•  Seek

to understand when someone is hesitant to change. Put yourself in their shoes, ask questions to see

their point of view, and then discuss and address their hesitation. When we’re unsure about change, feeling
valued, supported, and understood goes a long way.
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MAKE ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS

Act Ethically to Preserve Our
Reputation and Position Us
for Continued Growth
We’re committed to maintaining the highest ethical and legal
standards across all our businesses. First and foremost, it’s simply
the right thing to do. Second, our current and future success
depends on it.
Each of us has a role to play. Our rule of thumb is simple: we do
business the right way.
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PURSUE OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIVERSIFICATION AND GROWTH
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MAKE ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS

We Avoid Insider Trading
Know the rules for trading Nelnet stock. Don’t share insider
information, and trade only when you do not possess material,
nonpublic information.
Confidential information is considered to be material and nonpublic when a reasonable investor would
consider it important in making a decision to buy or sell stock in a company, and when that information
hasn’t been widely shared with the public. Buying and selling stocks, bonds, or other securities based on
this kind of information is considered insider trading, a violation of federal securities laws that may result
in stiff punishments, including fines and prison time.
Examples of material nonpublic information:
•  Quarterly

or annual earnings

•  Forecasts

and risk models

•  Business

plans and strategies

•  Significant
•  Potential

restructurings or management changes

acquisitions

We should never share such insider information with anyone outside our company—this includes family
members, friends, or other parties. Doing so violates Nelnet policy and could make you liable if the party
buys or sells securities based on the information you shared.
For details on buying and selling Nelnet stock, refer to our Securities Trading Policy.
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“

With enough insider
information and a
million dollars, you can
go broke in a year.

”

—WARREN BUFFETT

Q|

At a family reunion, my
uncle who purchased Nelnet
stock last year starts asking
me questions about the
company. I know we may acquire a
new business this quarter that may
impact future earnings, but the news
hasn’t been shared publicly. Can I tell
my uncle about it?

A|

No. If this acquisition is
undisclosed and a reasonable
investor would consider the
information when making an
investment decision, any information
about it is material nonpublic. If you
tell your uncle about the acquisition
and he makes an investment decision
based on it, this constitutes “tipping”
and insider trading.
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MAKE ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS

We Never Let Personal
Interests Influence
Business Decisions
We must avoid situations (conflicts of interest) where competing
loyalties lead us to pursue a personal benefit for ourselves, friends,
or family members at the expense of Nelnet or our customers.
You may be facing a conflict of interest—and must report it to management—if you can answer “yes” to
any of the following questions, or if you are unsure.
•  Do

my outside interests influence, or appear to influence, my ability to make sound business decisions?

•  Do

I stand to benefit personally from my involvement in this situation? Or, does a friend or relative of mine

stand to benefit?
•  Could

my participation in this activity interfere with my ability to do my job?

•  Is

the situation causing me to put my own interest ahead of Nelnet’s interests?

•  If

the situation becomes public knowledge, would I be embarrassed, or would Nelnet’s reputation

be tarnished?

Disclose any potential conflict by discussing it with your immediate supervisor, submitting your questions
via Anonymous Reporting, or referring to the Conflict of Interest, Gifts, Meals, and Entertainment Policy.
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Q|

I’ve just started a small
business. Can I talk to
coworkers about
becoming clients?

A|

Yes, but you shouldn’t do so
at work. Your outside
business cannot interfere
with your responsibilities at
Nelnet. In addition, you cannot
represent your business as being
associated with Nelnet in any way, and
you cannot use Nelnet systems to
obtain information to identify potential
clients (coworkers or otherwise).
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MAKE ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS

We Won’t Be Compromised
by Gifts and Entertainment
We must not offer, give, or accept inappropriate gifts or benefits.
Gifts and entertainment are a part of many business relationships, and can take many forms: trips,
tickets, quid pro quo arrangements, discounts, hotel accommodations, or anything else that is deemed
to be of value to the recipient. Gifts and entertainment that are unsolicited, tasteful, not in excessive
value, and are provided openly and legally are usually OK. However, problems arise when they begin to
compromise or influence—or even appear to compromise or influence—business decisions.
•  Corporate

gifts and entertainment given and received must comply with our Conflict of Interest, Gifts,

Meals, and Entertainment Policy. A gift should not be cash or anything that could be converted to cash,
like gift cards.
•  Consider

the other party. Although a gift may appear to be in line with our Code and policy, we must also

be compliant with the contracts, rules, and codes of our customers, partners, and vendors, especially
when it comes to government officials. Applicable federal and state laws may prohibit or limit gifts, travel, or
entertainment provided to government officials.
•  If

in doubt, consult Anonymous Reporting. If you receive a gift, want to provide a gift to a customer, or pay

expenses on behalf of a customer or potential customer, and feel these actions may be perceived by others
as influencing either your decisions or that of the customer, be safe and reach out via Anonymous Reporting
on the Nelnet Portal.
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Q|

A customer sent me a $150
prepaid gift card to thank
me for quickly resolving an
issue for them. Can I accept
and use the gift card?

A|

No. Since the gift card can
easily be converted to cash
and may be perceived by
others as influencing your
actions for this specific customer, you
cannot accept this gift. You should
return the gift card to the customer.
Or, if you’d rather put the gift to work
in your local community, you may
choose to donate the gift card to the
Nelnet Foundation instead. Either way,
you should thank the customer for
the gesture.
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MAKE ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS

We Reject Bribery and
Corruption
We must oppose all forms of bribery and corruption to prevent
Nelnet from being used as a conduit for illegal activity.
We must not give, promise, or offer anything of value to any customer, government employee, or any
person to influence a decision, secure an advantage, avoid a disadvantage, or obtain or retain business.
We must also keep accurate records of transactions and maintain a strong system of internal accounting
controls. Improper payments or bribes expose you and Nelnet to possible criminal prosecution.
Bribes and improper payments should not be confused with reasonable legitimate businesses expenses,
permitted gifts and entertainment, travel expenditures, and contributions from Nelnet’s Political Action
Committee. For more information on what is permitted or not permitted, contact our Government
Relations team.
To prevent Nelnet from being used as a conduit for money laundering or the funding of terrorist or other
criminal activities, we must comply with the Bank Secrecy Act and related anti-money laundering and
identity theft prevention laws and regulations. We are responsible for being knowledgeable about these
laws and regulations and must report violations or suspicious activities to our Financial Crimes team or
through Anonymous Reporting on the Nelnet Portal. For more information about complying with these
laws and regulations, refer to the following or contact our Financial Crimes team.
•  Nelnet

Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)/Anti-Money Laundering (AML)/USA Patriot Act Policy

•  Customer
•  Office

Identification Program (CIP) Policy

of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC) Program and Policy
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Q|

My cousin, who owns a local
vending machine company,
will personally pay me 5
percent of all sales if I can
get Nelnet to sign an agreement with
his company. Can I accept his offer?

A|

No. This constitutes a
kickback. A kickback is a
form of corruption that
involves two parties agreeing
that a portion of sales or profits will be
improperly given, rebated, or kicked
back to the purchaser in exchange for
making the deal. You can, however,
provide his company’s information to a
Nelnet business leader who can
evaluate his services along with other
similar companies.
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MAKE ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS

Keep Learning and
Improving Everyday
We must strive to grow personally and professionally.
Your efforts lead to greater opportunities for you and Nelnet.
Only through continued learning and development will we reach our maximum potential and keep up with
a quickly changing world—both as individuals and as an organization. This is the idea on which Nelnet is
built. Nelnet enthusiastically encourages you to continue to learn every way you can—through on-the-job
training, the Nelnet Learning Portal, Nelnet University, offsite training, and by continuing your education
using our generous tuition reimbursement benefits. Your leader can help identify learning opportunities
so you can participate in relevant professional development to gain new skills and capabilities. Contact
Corporate Training for more information.
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Q|

I would like to go back to
school and finish my
accounting degree. Will
Nelnet’s tuition assistance
program cover some of these costs?

A|

Most likely. Supporting
continual learning and
growth is what Nelnet is all
about! Here’s how it works:
Full- and part-time associates who
have completed one year of
employment at Nelnet are eligible.
Nelnet’s Tuition Assistance Committee
must approve all degree programs,
non-degree seeking individual classes,
or certificate programs prior to the
start date of classes. Associates who
receive approval will receive full or
partial tuition reimbursement, up to
$5,250 per year, for courses where
they receive a grade of B- or higher,
and 80 percent reimbursement for
book expenses.
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MAKE ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS

Compete Fairly
Our customers should choose us based on our superior products
and services, customer service, and competitive prices.
Competition is healthy, and it helps us become better at our business. One of our Core Values is to pursue
opportunities for diversification and growth, which means we have a presence in many different sectors.
Even with our aggressive goals, we must always act fairly and legally toward the competition.
This includes, but is not limited to:
•  Focusing

on providing superior customer experiences—don’t try to improve our standing by speaking ill of

our competitors
•  Only

using legitimate means of obtaining competitive information

•  Never

misrepresenting competitors’ products or services

•  Respecting
•  Always

confidential information and intellectual property rights of our competitors and other third parties

complying with antitrust and competition laws

Violations of antitrust or competition laws (like price-fixing agreements or agreements not to compete
on particular Requests for Proposal (RFPs) or other business opportunities) can result in severe legal
penalties for Nelnet and criminal charges for associates involved. If you have questions about how
antitrust and competition laws may affect your job, or to report a possible violation, go to Anonymous
Reporting on the Nelnet Portal.
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Q|
A|

Is all information I find
about the competition
illegal to have?

No. Competitive intelligence
can be obtained fairly and
ethically from publicly
available sources like media
reports, trade journals, annual reports,
government filings, speeches by
executives, and from customers. You
should never seek out competitive
intelligence by way of
misrepresentation, trespassing,
theft, or invasion of privacy.
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N E L N E T C O D E O F E T H I C S A N D C O N D U C T : D O I N G B U S I N E S S T H E R I G H T W AY

Communicate
Openly and
Honestly

Pillar of Character: Responsibility
•

Always do your best

•

Think before you act—consider the consequences

•

Be accountable for your words, actions, and attitudes
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P R OTE C T TH E CO M PA N Y BY B E I N G O P E N A N D H O N E S T

Share Ideas, Feedback,
and Information
Communicate transparently and courteously in every interaction.
Whether you are interacting with a fellow associate, company leader, client, vendor, or auditor, it is vital to be
open, honest, and friendly. Nelnet counts on each of us being positive and professional, while staying true to
our Core Value of communicating openly and honestly.
Here are things each of us can do to live this Core Value:
•  Talk

regularly and freely with your manager and colleagues. Don’t hold back. If you need help, don’t hesitate

to ask. Each of us is here to listen and assist.
•  Ask

others what they think, and then really listen to what they have to say. Ask extra questions as needed

to understand.
•  Share
•  Keep

information whenever you can without compromising confidentiality.
your door open—whether literally or figuratively—and warmly welcome interaction with your

teammates and others around you, especially if you’re a manager or leader.

Nelnet is regularly examined by internal and external auditors, clients, and regulators. Always extend full
cooperation to these people, including fulfilling document requests or requests to meet with regulators
or lawyers in connection with a legal proceeding. During examinations, concealing a problem is strictly
prohibited and may violate laws and regulations. If you discover a problem that you believe should be
disclosed to an auditor or regulator, or have questions about how to respond to audit or regulatory inquiries,
consult your immediate supervisor or the Nelnet leader who is managing the third-party examination.
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Q|

I think I may have just made
a significant error in my
work. Should I report it or
keep quiet and assume that
our quality assurance will sort it out?

A|

You should definitely speak
up. We know it’s not always
easy, but it’s the right thing to
do. This is why we prize open
and honest communication as one of
our Core Values. Your leader can help
you work through errors or any other
problems. And if you ever feel that
your manager isn’t responding fairly
when you report a problem, we want
you to speak up about that, too.
Remember: you can always tell your
manager that you don’t agree and
consult another leader—being
transparent with your manager about
doing this is best for everyone involved.
Or if you don’t feel comfortable doing
that and wish to remain anonymous,
you can use Anonymous Reporting on
the Nelnet Portal.
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P R OTE C T TH E CO M PA N Y BY B E I N G O P E N A N D H O N E S T

Keep Clear, Accurate, and
Complete Business Records
We each play a part in ensuring Nelnet’s business records meet
the highest standards of accuracy and completeness.
Business records include any document or communication in paper or electronic form that is maintained in
the course of business. This covers a wide range of information too lengthy to list.
Follow these basic practices to help ensure the integrity of all our business records:
•  Adhere

to our Information Governance Policy and Records Retention Schedule. If we are involved in an

investigation, we may be required to retain information longer than outlined in our policy.
•  Ensure

the accuracy of financial statements and accounts. If we’re involved in approving financial

transactions or supplying any kind of supporting documentation, it’s essential that we maintain complete,
accurate, and timely records and accounts.
•  Spend

Nelnet’s money wisely. When spending money on Nelnet’s behalf, make sure the cost is reasonable,

directly related to company business, supported by appropriate documentation, and compliant with
corporate policies.
•  Make

certain Nelnet contracts are in writing and reflect all relevant terms being agreed upon. We should

sign a contract on behalf of Nelnet only when authorized, and when we’ve adhered to our Contract Signing
Authority and Purchase Approval Policy.
•  Prevent

fraud. We should never compromise our honesty and integrity by committing fraud. We should also

avoid the appearance of fraud. For example, never spend company funds without proper approval. For more
information, refer to our Corporate Fraud Policy.
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Q|

I’ve looked at our Records
Retention Schedule and
know we’re supposed to
follow it, but do I have to
delete my records if I have serious
concerns about being able to produce
them if someone needs or asks for
them in the future?

A|

Each of us is responsible for
following the Information
Governance Policy and
Records Retention Schedule.
These policies are designed to take into
account future needs and potential
requests related to our records. If you
have serious concerns that deleting
your records could result in negative
consequences for Nelnet, please speak
up. Start by discussing your concerns
with your manager. The two of you can
consult AskInformationGovernance@
Nelnet.net if more direction is needed.
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P R OTE C T TH E CO M PA N Y BY B E I N G O P E N A N D H O N E S T

Protect All Sensitive
Information Like it’s
Your Own
Our customers and associates alike are legally entitled to have
personal information they provide to Nelnet kept confidential.
Because Nelnet is entrusted with Personally Identifiable Information (PII), we must not disclose it unless
legally permitted to do so. We must abide by the privacy laws in the states and countries in which we
conduct business—not doing so can lead to penalties and legal action. A security breach or other significant
loss of customer or associate PII could expose these individuals to identity theft—not to mention damage to
our reputation, loss of customers, and regulatory penalties. Consult Compliance at AskCompliance@Nelnet.
net anytime you’re involved in a project that may include the transfer of PII outside of Nelnet.
What should we do to protect customer information?
•  Only

access personal information for legitimate business purposes

•  Keep

computers, smart phones, and other mobile devices protected at all times

•  Transmit—securely

via encryption—personal information only to authorized parties who are obligated to

protect its confidentiality
•  Securely

store and dispose of personal information

•  Promptly

report any possible privacy breaches or security risks

•  Use

—ROBERT JORDAN

”

Q|

A manager is visiting from
another Nelnet office. She
asks to use my computer to
look up some information,
and says I don’t need to bother
logging out. Can I move aside and let
her use my computer while still logged
in to my account?

A|

No. Even though the visitor is
a manager, you still need to
protect the information on
your computer as if it were
your own. At a minimum, you should
log out first so that she can log in with
her own account. If she needs to
access data, a better option would be
to direct her to another free computer
where she can log in.

complex passwords, encrypt data files, and limit access to data where possible
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A secret spoken
finds wings.

COMMUNICATE OPENLY AND HONESTLY
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(continued from previous page)

•  Know

and follow our Corporate Security Policy and business security standards

•  Never

download unauthorized or unlicensed software on Nelnet computers

•  Comply

with our Privacy Policy and consult Compliance at AskCompliance@Nelnet.net before sharing

customer information with another business segment or affiliate
•  Comply

with our Clean Desk Policy and never leave customer or associate information unattended on your

desk or computer screen

What personal information do we protect?
Examples of personal information we must protect include residential addresses and non-businessrelated phone numbers, email addresses, driver’s license numbers, government-assigned identification
numbers, customer account numbers, salary and other compensation information, and information
relating to banking, benefits, leaves of absence, and medical history.
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N E L N E T C O D E O F E T H I C S A N D C O N D U C T : D O I N G B U S I N E S S T H E R I G H T W AY

Give Back to the
Communities in
Which We Live
and Work
Pillar of Character: Citizenship
•

Do what you can to make your community better

•

Stay informed and vote

•

Be a good neighbor

•

Protect the environment
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H E L P M A K E YO U R CO M M U N IT Y B E T T E R

Represent Nelnet Well in
All Business and Personal
Interactions
We are the face of Nelnet and have a responsibility to our
customers and the communities in which we work to adhere to the
highest ethical standards and to encourage our fellow associates to
do the same.
The reputation of Nelnet depends on the honesty, fairness, and
integrity that associates bring to their jobs every day. When Nelnet
does business the right way, we retain and strengthen the trust
we’ve established with our customers and the public.
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H E L P M A K E YO U R CO M M U N IT Y B E T T E R

Give Back and Make
a Difference in Our
Communities
The Nelnet Foundation helps us live our Core Value of giving back to the communities in which we live
and work. The charitable priorities of the Nelnet Foundation are education, especially scholarships, youth
programs, and supporting our communities. The Nelnet Foundation matches individual associate donations
of $100 or more to schools and eligible nonprofits through the Nelnet Matching Gift Program. Associates at
all levels are encouraged to volunteer in their communities through both company-sponsored and personal
initiatives about which they’re passionate.
Our annual United Way campaign is another way we come together as an organization to support the needs
of our communities. Associate donations are matched dollar for dollar, doubling our impact. This translates
into double the support for our local communities—more meals for the hungry, temporary housing, job
training, literacy programs, emergency response services, victim safety, medical assistance, education
support, and much more.
Investing in our communities isn’t limited to volunteering and donating to charities. Nelnet also makes it a
priority to support local innovation, investments in new ventures, and real estate developments. We know
that our businesses succeed when our communities are vibrant, so we must do our part to make a positive
impact. Some ways we have done this include sponsorship of innovation summits and large real estate
revitalization projects, like Lincoln’s Telegraph District.
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“

In every community, there
is work to be done. In every
nation, there are wounds to
heal. In every heart, there is
the power to do it.
—MARIANNE WILLIAMSON

Q|

”

I just recently joined Nelnet
and am about to make a
donation to my kid’s school.
Can I get the match?

A|

Yes, if you’ve been with us for
at least six months. When you
give more than $100 to
eligible educational
institutions devoted to K-12 or higher
education, Nelnet will provide a 3:1
match for each donation up to $25,000
annually per associate. This means that
your child’s school will receive four
times the dollars your donation would
have given it alone!
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Embrace Ways to Conduct
Business Sustainably
From recycling programs to paperless statements, Nelnet believes that small steps toward environmental
sustainability have the potential to make a big impact. Outside of our walls, investments in community
redevelopment and renewable energy give us opportunities to make a green impact in our communities, too.
With offices across the nation, our opportunity to make a difference is bigger than ever before.
Our commitment to protecting the environment—and the property of our customers—is especially clear in
our ALLO communities. With every construction project, ALLO works with local stakeholders to minimize
environmental impact, protect and conserve local wildlife and habitats, restore all construction sites, and use
locally sourced materials when possible. This robust program ensures both the safety of our associates and
customers, and compliance with all applicable laws and regulations.
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Q|
A|

What can I do to help Nelnet
embrace sustainability?

There are many small things
associates can do every day
to be eco-friendly at work:
•

Go paperless when possible

•

Use a reusable mug or cup, instead
of paper or Styrofoam

•

When you need to make hard
copies, print on both sides of
each page

•

User paperclips (over staples)
when possible

•

Reuse envelopes with metal clasps
and file folders by sticking new
labels over the old ones

•

Shut down your computer at the
end of each day

•

Turn off lights when leaving empty
rooms

•

Share transportation

•

Minimize engine idle time if your
job involves driving
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